This paper applies techniques of algebraic approximation to provide eective algorithms to determine the validity of universally quantied implications over lattice structures. We generalize the known result which states that any semilattice is approximated in the two element lattice. We show that the validity of a universally quantied implication over a possibly innite domain can be determined by examining its validity over a simpler domain the size of which is related to the number of constants in . Both the known as well as the new results have high potential in providing practical automated techniques in various areas of application in computer science.
Introduction
This paper applies techniques of algebraic approximation to provide eective algorithms to determine the validity of universally quantied implications between identities over lattice structures. Approximation is one of the main methods in the scientic process and is common practice also in various branches of mathematics and computer science. The basic idea in approximating one (mathematical) structure by another is that properties of the objects from a perhaps complex structure may be investigated by examination of a simpler structure which preserves some important features of the rst structure. The methods of approximation in algebra are developed in the works of Ma lcev [19, 21] and Birkho [3, 4] . In computer science, approximation is applied in the context of semantic based program analysis as formalized in terms of Galois connections [26, 22] by Cousot and Cousot [12] .
Given a universally quantied formula of the form (8) (p ! q) and a domain D which is a structure which obeys the axioms of some theory (e.g. set theory, propositional logic, group theory, etc.), we are familiar with two general approaches which can be applied when trying to determine if is true in D. The proof theoretic 1 approach, in which a suitable system of axioms is used to reduce to some solved form; and the model theoretic approach in which interpretations are enumerated and every interpretation which satises p is checked to determine if it satises also q. Both approaches are, in general, computationally hard, even in the case of a nite domain. The proof theoretic approach generally seeks a proof in an exponential search space. The number of interpretations examined in a naive model theoretic approach may grow exponentially with the number of variables occurring in the formulae. Of course both approaches may also support ecient algorithms. For example when the search is guided by a specic strategy in the proof theoretic approach or when it is not necessary to examine all interpretations in the model theoretic approach. From a programmer's perspective, the model theoretic approach is attractive because it is straightforward in almost any programming language to enumerate interpretations. Examples 1 and 3 below illustrate an almost trivial implementation in Prolog. On the other hand, the proof theoretic approach is attractive because it enables the consideration of search strategies and heuristics.
To show that an implication is valid in a given class of algebraic structures K, we do not need to check all substitutions of variables in to elements of these structures or for all structures in K. It follows from results of algebraic approximation [4, 21] , that it is sucient to check the validity of for the so called subdirectly irreducible structures which generate the given ones and which are much less complicated. For example, the only subdirectly irreducible Boolean algebra is the 2-element Boolean algebra. Often the required subdirectly irreducible structures are substructures of members of K and in this case the validity of a in K is exactly dened by its validity in the corresponding subdirectly irreducible structures. In other words is valid in K if and only if it is valid in the corresponding subdirectly irreducible structures.
We know the description of subdirectly irreducible structures for many subclasses of classical algebraic structures: semigroups, groups, lattices and so on (see for example [4, 14, 27] ). But if we want to apply these results to determine the validity of implications for specic structures which contain constants (the names of elements of the structure), we run into problems. In the classical algebraic theories, formulae do not explicitly reference arbitrary elements of the underlying structures. For example, in lattice theory, we may mention only the top or bottom elements of a given lattice, but we do not usually refer explicitly to other elements. The signature consists of a few special symbols. E.g., in the case of lattices: ?; >; t; u.
In contrast, when proving theorems in the context of specic applications, it is common to refer explicitly to arbitrary elements of the underlying structure. This means that we want to prove properties of a given structure and not necessarily about the general class of objects of that structure. For example, consider a lattice of types in the context of a programming language with type declarations. In this context it is natural to ask if a given program is well-typed with respect to a type declaration. Namely, if particular program constructs belong to corresponding declared types in the specic underlying lattice of types. Consequently, we may question the validity of an implication which contains explicit reference to elements of the underlying lattice of types. To express or validate theorems which refer to explicit constants from the underlying structure we must enrich the signature of our language. This is done by including the names of constants as additional 0-ary functions in the signature. Hence, the models constructed for the signature have marked elements which correspond to the constants of the signature. In particular, if we wish to discuss lattice structures with explicit constants, we are no longer within the classic lattice theory. Instead, we are dealing with a structure consisting of marked elements. It is worthwhile to notice, that the addition of even one constant to the signature can change crucially the properties of its models. The set of quasi-identities of any non-trivial Boolean algebra coincides with the set of quasi-identities of the class of all Boolean algebras. Of course this property is not true for the Boolean algebra with marked elements. We shall give some additional examples of this in the following.
Note that to determine the validity of a given formula we do not need to consider all of the elements of the underlying domain as marked elements. It is sucient to consider as marked only those elements which correspond to the constant symbols in the given formula.
In this paper we investigate a practical approach to determine the truth of implications in a (possibly innite) semilattice or distributive lattice D. For any such formula with less than three constants, we identify a minimal class of objects K such that the validity of over K implies the validity of over D. The size of the objects in K is related to the number of constants from D occurring in . In particular, if contains no constants then K contains a single object: the two valued Boolean lattice. In this case, the result is well-known and it provides a decision procedure for implications even if the underlying structure of D is innite. Even in this case, a naive approach based on enumeration is, of course, exponential. However, the number of cases is reduced from jD j n to 2 n (where jD j is the size of the domain and n is the number of variables in the formula). Moreover, in many cases there exist ecient techniques to determine the validity of the specic types of propositional formula. Examples include the use of Binary Decision Diagrams in circuit design [6, 7] and the use of propositional formulae in program analysis [17, 11, 8] . These techniques have been shown to remain eective when the domain is extended to contain a small number of additional constants [11] .
Lattices (semilattices) play a central role in domain theory and provide the foundation for denotational semantics and various formal techniques in computer science. The need to determine the validity of an implication is also common in various application areas of computer science and hence also the general applicability of our results. In particular these results are of importance in: (a) the context of static program analysis (e.g. [23] ), where for example a central question is to determine if a program state implies the precondition of a conditional statement [15] ; (b) type analysis, where set constraints and implications between set constraints often arise (e.g [1] ); and (c) semantic based techniques for program analysis (e.g [12] ), where successive approximations to a solution are evaluated as long as the next approximation is not implied by the previous. Another potential area of application is in the context of constraint based languages where constraint satisfaction is one of the basic operations in computations.
The main contribution of this paper is the formal justication which enables us to provide eective algorithms to determine the validity of universally quantied implications, possibly containing less than three constants, in the spirit of the examples of the next section. It is important to consider the case with constants as this is a common case in practical applications. Our approach becomes quickly impractical as the number of constants increases. Consequently, the approach is mainly applicable in cases where the number of constants which appear in formulae is small. This is the case, for example, in the context of polymorphic type analysis recently investigated in [9] which involves implications of the form illustrated by Example 3 (below). An implementation for this application based on the principles described here has illustrated considerable improvements. The only other application we are aware of is the zero-one principle as described in Example 2 (below), which does not involve marked elements. We believe that the results described here are of general interest and have high potential for applications in computer science.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section illustrates several motivating examples. Section 3 provides the necessary preliminary background. Section 4 provides our main contribution. Section 5 describes an application and Section 6 presents a short conclusion. A preliminary version of this paper can be found in [10] where an unsuitable notion of homomorphism was used. The current paper renes the notion of homomorphism making explicit the mapping between elements as implicitly assumed in the proofs.
Motivating Examples
The following examples illustrate the spirit of the results presented in this paper. respectively as propositional disjunction, conjunction and negation. This in itself is not surprising as it is well known that a Boolean algebra of sets is approximated by the two element Boolean algebra. However, it is interesting to observe that the following concise Prolog program can be used to prove or disprove equations of this form:
prove(and(0,0,0)).
prove(or(0,0,0)). prove(neg(0,1)). prove(and(0,1,0)).
prove(or(0,1,1)). prove(neg(1,0)). prove(and(1,0,0)).
prove(or(1,0,1)). prove(and(1,1,1)).
prove(or(1,1,1)). The clause imply(A,B) :-not( (prove(A), not(prove(B))) ) species how an implication of the form A ! B can be veried. This denition is based on the simple intuition that A ! B is logically equivalent to ::(A ! B) and hence to :(A^:B ). However, the Prolog program expresses this in terms of provability and substitutes logical negation by non-provability (negation by failure). Hence, the relation implies(A,B) should be interpreted as follows: it should not be the case that a truth assignment makes A true while B is not true. Observe that A is true if it is provable as dened above and that executing prove(A) constructs (by backtracking) every truth assignment that makes A true. None of these should make B false, or otherwise stated, make the goal prove(B) fail.
The clause equiv(A,B) :-imply(A,B), imply(B,A) species that the equivalence of A and B is determined by checking that A implies B and that B implies A.
The knowledgeable Prolog programmer will observe that the use of negation by failure in this context is only correct for queries of the form imply(A,B) for which all variables in B are also in A. We may assume without loss of generality that this is always the case: If A does not contain a variable X we can replace A by A^(X _ :X ). To check E 2 we query the program with the goal:
?-equiv( prove( and(A,B,T1), neg(T1,T2) ), prove( neg(A,T3), neg(B,T4), or(T3,T4,T2) ) ).
Example 2 A comparison network is a network constructed from wires and comparators with n inputs and n outputs. A comparator is a device with two inputs x and y and two outputs min(x; y) and max(x; y). We typically refer to the sequences of inputs and outputs of a comparison network. A sorting network is a comparison network for which the output sequence is monotonically increasing for every input sequence. The zero-one principle (cf [16] ) states that a comparison network is a sorting network if and only if it correctly sorts all 2 n sequences of 0's and 1's. Namely if the network correctly sorts 0's and 1's then it correctly sorts any numeric inputs.
We can generalize the notion of comparison network to accept inputs from any distributive lattice. A comparator is then a device with two inputs x and y and two outputs x t y and x u y. It follows that if such a comparison network transforms all sequences of 0's and 1's to an ordered chain, then it transforms any sequence of inputs to an ordered chain. To see this consider a comparison network which transforms the inputs x 1 ; : : : ; x n to the outputs x 0 1 ; : : : ; x 0 n . Each output x 0 i can be expressed as a formula w i involving the inputs fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g and the two operators t and u (exercise 5.3.4-28 in [16] ). To prove that the comparison network transforms its inputs to a chain we must prove that w i t w i +1 = w i +1 for 1 i < n. This paper illustrates that if this is true for inputs ranging over f0; 1g then it is true for inputs ranging over any distributive lattice. In particular this proves the zero-one principle for sorting networks.
A less known application which will be justied by our results involves implications which contain constants from the underlying domain and is illustrated by the following, Example 3 Consider an arbitrary (possibly innite) semi-lattice L which contains an element`a'. We will show that to determine the truth of the implication
it is sucient to test the implication over the three-element chain 0 < a < 1.
A Prolog program which implements a theorem prover for implications involving a constant`a' and the least upper bound operation is obtained by adding the following facts to the program from Example 1.
prove(lub(0,0,0)).
prove(lub(a,1,1)). prove(lub(0,a,a)). prove(lub(1,0,1)).
prove(lub(0,1,1)). prove(lub(1,a,1)). prove(lub(a,0,a)).
prove(lub(1,1,1)). prove(lub(a,a,a)).
where lub(A,B,C) corresponds to A t B = C . The Prolog query to determine if is valid is ?-imply( prove( lub(D,E,G),lub(F,D,C),lub(E,B,F),lub(a,B,B) ), prove( lub(a,C,C) ) ).
We also prove that in order to prove implications of this kind, it is sucient to test the implication over two two-element chains 0 < a and a < 1 instead of over a threeelement chain. For an implication with n variables, this reduces the cost of a naive enumeration from O(3 n ) to O(2 n ). Moreover, since the two two-element chains are dual we may consult a single two-element chain twice replacing the above denition of lub(A,B,C) by:
prove(lub1(0,0,0)). prove(lub2(0,0,0)). prove(lub1(0,a,a)).
prove(lub2(0,a,0)). prove(lub1(a,0,a)).
prove(lub2(a,0,0)). prove(lub1(a,a,a)).
prove(lub2(a,a,a)).
To prove we check the following two (dual) queries:
prove( lub2(a,C,C) ) ).
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In some cases the given implication can also be veried without considering marked elements. For example, is valid over the two element chain 0 < 1 (viewing the constant a as a universally quantied variable). As a consequence, the techniques of Example 1 suce to determine its validity. On the other hand, our results show that the invalidity of an implication in a semilattice with a marked element cannot be determined by testing over the two element chain 0 < 1. Consider the implication
It is easy to verify that ' is not valid over the two element chain 0 < 1 and hence the previous approach is not applicable. However, by testing its validity over the two two-element chains 0 < a and a < 1 we can determine that ' is valid in a semi-lattice L if and only if a is the bottom element of L.
Consider now the implication
(a t E = E^a t D = a) which is not valid over the two element chain 0 < 1. Hence we should test its validity over the the two two-element chains 0 < a and a < 1. From the fact that is invalid over both chains we can determine that it is invalid in any semilattice with marked elements.
Preliminaries
We review here the basic algebraic concepts which are used to obtain our results. For a more detailed discussion see for example [13, 14] .
Semilattices and lattices A lattice is an algebra (L; t; u) with two binary operations which are associative, commutative, idempotent and satisfy the axioms: 8 a ;b2L : a u (a t b) = a and 8 a ;b2L : a t (a u b) = a. If we add also the axiom of distributivity, a t (b u c) = (a t b) u (a t c) (or its dual which is equivalent), then we obtain a distributive lattice.
A semilattice is an algebra (L; t) with a single binary operation which is associative, commutative and idempotent. In this paper when we write \semilattice" we refer to an upper semilattice in which the binary operation corresponds to a least upper bound operator. All results can be equally stated also for a lower semilattice in which the binary operation corresponds to a greatest lower bound operator. The identity between lattices (semilattices) and partially ordered sets in which every pair of elements has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound (a least upper bound) is well known. The correspondence between the operations t and u and the partial Let x and y be dierent elements of a (semi) lattice. Then, either x 6 v y or y 6 v x. That is why we may assume without loss of generality that x 6 v y.
Marked elements When we consider a concrete structure such as L = (L; t) (for example in computer science applications) we usually assume that every element of L has a name in the language (of formulae). Typically, the formulae of interest contain explicitly referenced constants from L. Of course, ground formula pose no problem, as each symbol has a unique interpretation in the given domain. In the case, when a formula contains some variables and some constants we are confronted with a problem when attempting to determine the validity of the formula in a non-classical object. That is, the given structure L with the additional 0-ary operations | marked elements, which correspond to the constants of the formula.
As mentioned above, adding even one 0-ary operation to a signature may change greatly the properties. For example, it is obvious, that the implication from Example 3 is not valid in any two-element lattice. Other examples are nontrivial: (1) The well known fact, that every nite group has a nite basis of identities [25] turns out to be wrong for nite groups with one marked element [5] ; and (2) The well known result of Tarsky ( [2] , part 3), that the elementary theory of the ordered eld of real numbers is decidable turns out to be wrong for the ordered eld of real numbers with one constant (corresponding to any non-recursive real number) [24] .
A lattice with marked elements is a lattice (L; t; u; E), together with the set E L of additional 0-ary operations, namely the set of names of the marked elements. For the purposes of this paper we may assume that there are nitely many marked elements. This is because we are reasoning about the validity of a given formula which may contain only nitely many constants. For any (semi) lattice L with marked elements E we denote by L 0 the sub(semi) lattice of L generated by E. We denote the unit of L 0 by e = tE .
Homomorphisms and congruences Let L 1 = (L 1 ; t; u; E 1 ) and L 2 = (L 2 ; t; u; E 1 ) be two lattices with marked elements E 1 = fa 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; : : :g and E 2 = fb 1 ; b 2 ; b 3 ; : : :g. A mapping ' : L 1 ! L 2 is called a homomorphism, if 1. ' : E 1 ! E 2 satises '(a i ) = b i for i 1; 2. 8 x ;y2L1 : '(x t y) = '(x ) t '(y ); and 3. 8 x ;y2L1 : '(x u y) = '(x ) u '(y ). Note that we do not add any new axioms with marked elements to the denitions of classical structures. Homomorphisms of structures with marked elements are required to preserve marked elements (condition 1). For semilattices we have the same denition but without the third condition. It follows from the denition that L 1 and L 2 have the same number of marked elements and that a homomorphism preserves not only the marked elements but also any element from the sub(semi) lattice, generated by the marked elements.
We associate with a homomorphism ' : L 1 ! L 2 the binary relation ' on L 1 dened by a ' b , '(a) = '(b). It is well known that ' is a congruence on L 1 (cf [13] ). Namely, 8 x ;y;z2L1 : x ' y ! z t x ' z t y. This congruence is named the kernel of the homomorphism ' Let L be a lattice with marked elements approximated in a class K of lattices. It follows from the denition of approximation that the intersection of all congruences corresponding to the homomorphisms separating elements of L is trivial.
Quasi-identities Let 6 L and V denote the signature of an algebra L and a set of variable symbols. Then, T L (V) denotes the term algebra over 6 L and V which is the corresponding free algebra. Any mapping ' : V ! L can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism T L (V) ! L which is also denoted '. A quasi-identity of L is a universally quantied formula of the form It is well known that the validity of a quasi-identity is preserved by direct products and subsystems. In particular, if L i j= for a class of semilattices L i with marked elements (i 2 I ) and L is a subsemilattice of the product Let be a quasi-identity over a semilattice L. In this section we show that the validity of in L can be determined by inspection in a smaller (sub) semilattice L 0 of L the size of which is determined by the number of constants from L occurring in . It is well known that any semilattice is approximated in the class of isomorphic copies of the two-element semilattice. We show that any semilattice L with marked elements (constants) is approximated in the class of semilattices which are constructed from the semilattice generated by the marked elements. We distinguish several cases depending on the number of marked elements: none, one and two. We also show that the result is minimal with respect to the size of L 0 . Ongoing research addresses the general result. All of the results given below hold for distributive lattices as well as for semilattices. The proofs are similar.
Our approach to the problem of determining the validity of a quasi-identity is based on the following proposition which follows from Birkho's well known theorem on subdirect decomposition [4] . Proposition 4.1 Let L be a semilattice with marked elements approximated by a class K of semilattices with marked elements. If a quasi-identity is valid in every semilattice from K then it is valid in L.
Proof. As stated in Section 3, the validity of a quasi-identity is preserved by direct products and subsystems. As L is approximated by K , it follows from the denition of algebraic approximation that the intersection of the kernels of homomorphisms of L onto semilattices from K which separate elements of L is trivial. Thus, it follows from Birkho's Theorem [3, 4] that L can be represented as a subdirect product of semilattices from K . Hence, if is valid in every semilattice from K then it is valid in L.
2 Remark 1 Let L be a semilattice with marked elements approximated by a class K of subsemilattices of L. Then Proposition 4.1 can be reformulated as follows: A quasi-identity is valid in L if and only if it is valid in K .
Remark 2
The word \semilattice" in Proposition 4.1 can be replaced by the word \universal algebra". In particular, the result is true for distributive lattices with marked elements as well. Remark 3 Ma lcev [21] proves that for an axiomatizable class K of universal algebras the quasivariety generated by K coincides with the prevariety generated by K . A class K 0 , consisting of a nite number of nite (semi)lattices with marked elements is axiomatizable. Consequently, every quasi-identity which is valid in K 0 is valid in a (semi)lattice A if and only if A is approximated in K 0 .
Remark 4
If a semilattice contains the elements 0 or 1 then these elements are preserved by any homomorphism and hence may also be viewed as marked elements. In this paper by \marked elements" we mean additional elements besides 0 and 1.
Semilattice with no marked elements
The results for this case are known and are included here for completeness. Let C 2 be a two element chain 0 < 1. 
Semilattice with one marked element
Let L = (L; t; E) be a semilattice with one marked element and C 3 a three element chain: 0 < a < 1. If possible we consider the semilattices by which we approximate L as subsemilattices of L. In particular we denote the marked element of C 3 by the same letter as in L. In both cases ' is a homomorphism which separates x from y. 2 Remark 5 A three-element chain 0 < a < 1 is approximated by two two-element chains 0 < a and a < 1. Let be a formula containing n variables and 1 marked letter (constant).
To examine the validity of in a three-element chain we are to fulll 3 n examinations. To examine the validity of in two two-element chains we are to fulll 2 n +1 examinations. Thus, the approximation of a semilattice L with one marked element by two two-element chains is usually more ecient.
In some cases L does not contain a subsemilattice which is isomorphic to C 3 . Moreover, some semilattices with one marked element can be approximated by a twoelement chain. We prove that we can always use for approximation a subsemilattice of L which is minimal in the number of elements. Let us assume that L contains more than one element. In this case L contains a subsemilattice which is isomorphic to C 2 . Proposition 4.5 Let L be a semilattice with one marked element`a'. Then, L is approximated in fC 2 g if and only if I a or F a contains exactly one element. That is, a 0 or a 1. Proof. ( The proof of this direction is analogous to the proof of the Proposition 4.4; ) To prove this direction we observe the following:
{ to separate an element x such that x < a from a we need a two-element chain 0 < a; { to separate an element x such that x = a from a we need a two-element chain a < 1; { these two chains are not approximated one by another.
2 Remark 6 We can change in the previous statements the word \semilattice" for the word \dis-tributive lattice". The proofs are the same. This is because we can dene F x for a distributive lattice as well and also in this case F x will be a closed lter.
Semilattice with two marked elements
Let L be a semilattice with two marked elements a and b. Without loss of generality we assume that a 6 w b. If a w b we switch their names. Let us denote the threeelement chains a < b < 1 and 0 < a < b by C 3 and C 3 respectively and the the three-element semilattice fa ; b; cg where b = a t c by V 3 . The four-element lattice fa ; b; c; 0g denoted S 4 is obtained by adding a bottom element to V 3 and the lattice S 5 is obtained by adding a top element to S 4 . These semilattices are illustrated in Figure 1 . 
We consider three cases:
(a) If one of the elements z 1 ; z 2 is in F y then so is (z 1 t z 2 ) and consequently (1) ) then so is (z 1 t z 2 ) and consequently (1) (a) If one of the elements z 1 ; z 2 is in F a ;y then so is (z 1 t z 2 ) and consequently (1) is true. (b) If both of the elements z 1 ; z 2 are in I a \ I y or in I a n I y or in I y n I a then so is (z 1 t z 2 ) and consequently (1) is true. (c) If z 1 2 I a \ I y ; z 2 2 I a n I y then (z 1 t z 2 ) 2 I a n I y and consequently (1) is true. (d) If z 1 2 I a \ I y ; z 2 2 I y n I a then (z 1 t z 2 ) 22 I y n I a and consequently (1) is true. (e) If z 1 2 I a n I y ; z 2 2 I y n I a then (z 1 t z 2 ) 6 v y and (z 1 t z 2 ) 6 v a. That is, (z 1 t z 2 ) 2 F a ;y and consequently (1) A quasi-identity is valid in the class of all semilattices with two marked elements if and only if it is valid in the class of four semilattices: C 2 , C 3 , C 3 and S 4 .
Remark 7 One can observe that none of the semilattices mentioned in Proposition 4.6 is approximated by the others. All of these semilattices except C 3 are subsemilattices of S 4 . Consequently, to determine the truth of a quasi-identity with less than three constants in a semilattice it is sucient to determine its validity in C 3 and S 4 . Sometimes it is convenient to present these semilattices as subsemilattices of S 5 and to determine the validity of in S 5 only. Remark 8 It is worthy to notice that the statement of Proposition 4.6 does not depend on the relationship between the elements a and b. That is, in general we can not simplify the class of semilattices in which we approximate even in the case when a b or in the case a 6 b and b 6 a. A quasi-identity is valid in the class of all distributive lattices with two marked elements if and only if it is valid in the class of four distributive lattices: C 2 , C 3 , C 3 and S 4 .
An Application
In [9] , Codish and Demoen describe a polymorphic type analysis for logic programs. In this context a domain of types is a lattice such as that depicted in Figure 2 . The ordering on the lattice reects the inclusion of the sets of terms described by each type. In [9] While performing a type analysis, the inference engine repeatedly adds new lubclauses to the current approximation of a type until no new information is added. At each stage in the analysis the current approximation of the type is a set T of lub-clauses and a candidate lub clause c h lubs is considered. The analysis must determine if c contains new information. An approximation is obtained by checking if for some clause h lubs 0 in T , (8)(lubs 0 ! lubs). In practice, there are more details. However, this is the topic of another paper. At the bottom line we need to determine the validity of an implication of the form lubs 0 ! lubs in which lubs 0 and lubs are conjunctions of least upper bound operations which typically contain a small number of marked elements. The application of the principles described in this paper have led to substantial (2-3 orders of magnitude on the examples we have tested) gains in the eciency of the type analysis described in [9] . truth of for any structure of elements D 0 in K. This observation has an important practical consequence. Assume, that we are given a simple domain of types T such as that depicted in Figure 2 and that we have determined based on the techniques of this paper that a program P is well typed. Now, assume that we change the underlying domain of types, perhaps by adding a new type to represent complex numbers. If the new domain contains at least the marked elements of P, then we do not have to check that P is well-typed in the new domain. The previous result still holds.
Our approach is based on the fact that the validity of a quasi-identity in a universal algebra L is preserved under direct products and subalgebras. That is why it is sucient to decompose L into a subdirect product and to determine the validity of on the components of this decomposition. This paper applies techniques of algebraic approximation to obtain such decompositions.
Birkho [4] proves that every universal algebra L can be decomposed into the subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible universal algebras and that all subdirectly irreducible components belong to the variety generated by L. For example, it is well known [14] that the only subdirectly irreducible Boolean algebra is a twoelement Boolean algebra and that the only subdirectly irreducible Stone algebras are two-element and three-element Stone algebras. Hence to determine the validity of a quasi-identity (without constants) in any Boolean or Stone algebra it is sucient to determine the validity for the two-element Boolean algebra or the two-and threeelement Stone algebras. The corresponding results for these algebras with a signature enriched by marked elements and for quasi-identities with less than three constants follow from the results of this paper. Let us mention, that for some other classes of lattices the approach described in this paper fails and the proof theoretic approach should be preferred. For example, it is easily veried that each of the lattices depicted in Figure 3 are subdirectly irreducible. Such domains cannot be simplied when trying to determine implications (even in the case with no constants). On the other hand, in the proof theoretic approach it is straightforward to observe that for any two distinct elements a; b (not including 0 or 1), a t b = 1 and a u b = 0. Observe that if the structures in Figure 3 are viewed as semi-lattices then they are obviously subdirectly reducible.
The results of Birkho are generalized by Ma lcev [18] who proves, under very general assumptions on the class of models, that models can be decomposed into subdirect products of subdirectly irreducible models. Hence we might apply the same approach to determine the validity of quasi-identities of the general form p 1 (t 1 1 ; : : : ; t 1 k1 )^1 1 1^p n (t n 1 ; : : : ; t n kn ) ! p 0 (t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 k0 ) which are also known as denite Horn clauses. Of particular interest is to consider the predicates of set inclusion and set membership instead of the predicate of equality. However, in this case it is still not clear (even for the case with no marked elements) how to decompose the given algebraic structure and still obtain useful results. This is the topic of ongoing research.
